
REDIS ENTERPRISE CASE STUDY

Redis Enterprise Helps Editoo Execute its Mission

Statement

Introduction

Editoo’s online tool helps customers create professional-grade magazines for
either personal or business purposes, all within a short time and at a low cost.
Editoo’s web application began encountering high latency as more people
started using its services.. Its traditional RDBMS couldn’t handle the increase in
traffic, leading Editoo to make the switch to Redis Enterprise. With its high
performance, Redis Enterprise was able to elevate Editoo’s web application
and speed up its request cycle.

performance! Redis Enterprise is quite simply stress-free. We
love the awesome support.”“
Challenges

Editoo’s promise to customers is a professional-grade magazine produced in a
short amount of time. When customers first visited Editoo’s website, they
were met with slow response times and high latency. This was a problem; a
fast user interface is crucial to retaining a customer’s attention, especially if
speed is part of a company’s mission statement. Below are the challenges that
led Editoo to evaluate and ultimately select Redis Enterprise:

Encountered the following challenges before choosing Redis Enterprise:

High latency and slow response times from other databases

Use Case

Ultimately, Editoo chose Redis Enterprise for its web application session
management. After traffic to its website continued to grow, Editoo decided to
use Redis as a primary data store for visitor information. Below, you’ll find the
key features and functionalities of Redis Enterprise used by Editoo:

Uses Redis Enterprise for the following:

The user session store

Job and queue management

Caching database queries

Use of Redis Enterprise does include data that is not stored in any other
database.

Increased their usage of Redis Enterprise for the following reasons:

Application usage and user count is growing

Using Redis Enterprise in the following types of solutions:

Web application for graphic arts industries (magazine production)

Results

Thanks to Redis Enterprise, Editoo has seen higher performance as well as a
reduction in downtime, with the former bringing significant peace of mind to
its team. Editoo would also like to move additional data from its traditional
server and is constantly finding new systems to run on Redis. Moreover,
Editoo has already achieved the following results with Redis Enterprise:

Values the following Redis Enterprise capabilities:

Stability & high performance

Rates the following benefits of Redis Enterprise for having Redis as their
deployment provider compared to their previous state:

reduced downtime: highly beneficial

Ability to offer fewer specialized personnel: beneficial

Higher, more stable performance: highly beneficial

Would like to move additional data from the following databases into
Redis Enterprise:

RDBMS-es (Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, MySQL)

Company Profile

Company:
Editoo BV

Company Size:
Small Business

Industry:
Media & Entertainment

About Redis Enterprise

Redis is the world’s fastest 
in-memory database 
platform, provides Redis 
Enterprise as a cloud service 
and as downloadable 
software to over 7,000 
enterprise customers. The 
high performance, true high 
availability and seamless 
scaling of Redis Enterprise, 
are top-ranked by industry 
analysts, and power use 
cases such as high speed 
transactions, queuing, user 
session stores, and caching, 
in e-commerce, social, 
personalization, IoT, 
metering, fraud detection 
and other real-time 
applications.

Learn More:

Redis
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Source: Leo Snippenburg, Chief Technology Officer (CTO), Editoo BV
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“Redis Enterprise just works. We love its impressive
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